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Dear ABC, 
 

Thanks for choosing http://www.indastro.com 

 

We have been providing Astrology Consultation and advice on true Vedic 
principles since 2000 and have serviced over a million customers with our free 
and premium services. We have prepared your answer of your Ask 1 Question 
+Complete Predictions: 
 

Major Period: 
Rahu (06/06/2000 - 07/06/2018) 
 

The Mahadasha of Rahu is starting on 06/06/2000 and ending on 07/06/2018 
and is for a period of 18 years. Before Rahu you had the dasha of Mars for 7 
years. You would have had gain of wealth, vehicles, benefits from partners and 
minor health problems. In the dasha, of Rahu you will have gains from travel, 
business and trade and success in foreign countries.  
 

Health:  
 

You will have reasonably good health during this dasha. You could have some 
heat related ailments like biliousness, abdominal complaints, fevers, headaches, 
skin eruptions, boils, and ulcer. With proper diet and other precautions many of 
these ills can be avoided 
 

Finance and Profession:  
 
You will have a fairly good financial position. You could gain through trade and 
commerce, travel and contacts with foreign countries. Any contracts, 
agreements entered into should be undertaken with care. You will have 
moderate gains from speculation and investments. Career options and 
professional preferences could be in the field of medicine, computers, 
chemicals, aeronautical, aviation and machinery.  
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Business in medicines, antibiotics, tools, drugs, machinery could be profitable. 
Those in service will have moderate gain, promotions and transfers. You will 
have the cooperation of your associates and colleagues. Those in business will 
have career advancement, gain from foreign sources, name and fame, expansion 
of business. This is a good period for career advancement.  
 

Vehicles, Journeys, Property:  
 

You will have comforts of life in the Antardasha of Saturn. You will have gains 
from property and increase in real assets. You could have landed property 
during this dasha. You will have short journeys in the Antardasha of Jupiter and 
longer ones in the Antardasha of Mercury.  
 

Family:  
  

You will have good relations with the family. Your children will have short 
travel, good health and progress in career. Your partner could have wealth, 
some minor health problems and success in trade and commerce.  
 

Your mother will have accumulation of fixed assets and happiness while your 
father will have prosperity, wealth and many financial opportunities. Your 
younger suborns will have speculation gains, sudden increase in income.  
 
Antardasha:  
 

In the Antardasha of Rahu in the main dasha of Rahu you could have travel, 
progress in career, marriage. Jupiter which follows could give short travel, 
minor health problems, success over rivals. Saturn's Antardasha will give good 
education, happiness from children, success, name & fame. Mercury which 
follows will give prosperity, long travel, benefits from father.  
 

Ketu could give a few problems. The Antardasha Venus will give all round 
prosperity, health, wealth and success while Sun will give you gains of all 
kinds. The Antardasha of Moon will give progress and success in career while 
Mars will give travel, rise in profession, and gains from business. 
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Sub Period: - Rahu - Moon (18/11/2015 - 19/05/2017) 
 

Mahadasha of Rahu is for a period of eighteen years which in your case starts 
from 06/06/2000 and shall be over on 07/06/2018. Within this mahadasha the 
antardasha of Moon is for a period of eighteen months which is from 
18/11/2015 to 19/05/2017.   
 

Moon is placed in the 2nd house of your horoscope, which represents fortune, 
gain or loss, worldly attainments and possessions of great value, precious 
stones, vision or power, imagination, tongue, tooth, chin & family members. 
Moon is karaka for the mind, which having been placed in 2nd house is 
aspecting 8th house of your horoscope and thereby passing its effects on the 
working of that house too. 
 

During its antardasha period you are likely to acquire fine taste, good manners 
and amiable behaviour, as a result of which you will achieve success in business 
& public life. Because of your nature you will acquire fortunes and be a wealthy 
man, which will also attract certain members of the opposite sex who might 
have some dominance over you. 
 

Necessary precautions are advised. With a view to have best results you are 
advised to chant Moon's Vedic mantra eleven thousand times and also offer 
unboiled milk to Moon at its rising time in the evening while chanting mantra.  
 

Rahu - Mars (19/05/2017 - 07/06/2018) 
 

Mahadasha of Rahu is for a period of eighteen years which in your case starts 
from 06/06/2000 and shall be over on 07/06/2018. Within this mahadasha 
antardasha of Mars is for one year and eighteen days, which is from 19/05/2017 
to 07/06/2018. Mars is placed in 7th house of your horoscope that represents 
legal bondage, partner in life i.e. wife or partner in business, litigation, influence 
in foreign countries and reputation achieved there.  
 

Mars is natural malefic which having been placed in 7th house is aspecting 
10th, 1st & 2nd houses of your horoscope and thereby affecting the working of 
these houses. You will be known as 'Manglik' i.e. one is having 'Mangal Dosha'.  
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During its antardasha period there will be unhappiness in your married life in 
case you are married or even with your partner if you have one in business or 
otherwise. You will be submissive to women yet this problem will arise and you 
are likely to be even a 'Henpecked' husband.  
 

Chances of clashes in your married life are there. There is possibility that you 
may have more than one wife. It is to be ensured that your partner is also 
'Manglik' failing which there are chances of your losing it. The period overall is 
not very good in your other spheres of life. With a view to have better results 
and to ward off evils, it is advised that you visit Hanuman temple every day and 
offer prayers to deity chanting Hanuman Chalisa.  
 

Major Period  
Jupiter (07/06/2018 - 07/06/2034) 
 
Mahadasha of Jupiter in your case is starts on 07/06/2018 and shall be over on 
07/06/2034. It is for a period of sixteen years. Jupiter is a natural benefice 
planet. This period of sixteen years as such is going to be a period of peace, 
prosperity and welfare for you. 
 

Health: 
  

During this period you will have protection from all the evil forces and no major 
ailment or accident is likely to happen to you. You would lead a normal life 
performing your day-to-day duties.  
 

Assets and Finance:  
 

You will during this period add to your movable as well as unmovable assets. 
There are chances of your winning some lottery or competitions and make quick 
money thereby.  
 

Profession:  
 

During this dasha period you are likely to be highly intelligent, learned in logic 
and law, having discriminating powers. In case of service you will have 
sufficient chances of promotions and also make lot of money thereby being 
advisor to your boss or the employers.  
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In case of business, new ideas shall flash in your mind, which when put to 
action shall bring you all the praise and affection from your colleagues, as well 
as society besides adding to your resources and money. Jupiter's aspect on 11th, 
a house of gains (besides 9th and 1st), shall provide you lot of gains during this 
period.  
 

Family Life: 
 

During this period your family life will be quite harmonious and happy. Your 
partner shall be very cooperative and helpful and children also obedient. Your 
family life as such shall be fairly good.  
 

Sub Period 
Jupiter - Jupiter (07/06/2018 - 25/07/2020) 
 

Your Jupiter's dasha has started on 07/06/2018 and the first antardasha will be 
of Jupiter which is for 2 years 1 month 18 days beginning on 07/06/2018 and 
ending on 25/07/2020. The antardasha lord is karaka for wisdom higher 
knowledge, life, and wealth. It indicates health and vitality, personality and 
happiness.  
 

You will get much happiness from children. You could get mach profit from 
speculation and investments. There will be a number of auspicious functions at 
home. This is a period of much prosperity. You could take up some job in an 
advisory capacity. There could be family happiness. Many opportunities will 
come your way for material advancement.  
 

There could be opportunities for higher education, completion of education. 
You will have a happy family life. Your partner will have gains from various 
sources, influential friends, success, and prosperity. Your father will have a 
prosperous and fortunate time. Your mother will have much wealth, have 
success in undertakings.  
 

Siblings will have an excellent time with gain. Coborns will gain from 
partnership. Your children will have success in undertakings. Employed 
children will have accomplishment of all works, wealth, and prosperity. 
Services could have a transfer, unexpected happenings. Professionals could 
have a change, gains from partners.  
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You could have huge profits and much prosperity. Health will be generally 
good, but you should take normal care of your digestion. To enhance good 
effects do aradhna to Vishnuji.  
 

Sub Period:-  
Jupiter - Saturn (25/07/2020 - 05/02/2023) 
 
Your Jupiter's dasha has started on 07/06/2018 and the second antardasha is of 
Saturn which is for 2 years 6 months and 12 days beginning on 25/07/2020 and 
ending on 05/02/2023. The antardasha lord is karaka for longevity, detachment, 
philosophical attitude.  
 

This house indicates good health, vitality, character, and personality. You could 
have promotion, profits in business and have gain of money and property. You 
will create your own opportunities. You will have a number of influential 
friends who will be of much gain to you. You will have acquisition of wealth, 
honour and position.  
 

You will have happiness from children. You will have good education. You will 
have increased self-confidence, accomplishment of all works. You could have a 
serious interest in profound scientific or occult subjects. There could be changes 
in your lifestyle.  
 

Your partner will have success in undertakings. Your father will be highly 
motivated and will benefit from communication. Your mother could have 
sudden gain of property or wealth. Siblings will have a period of fortune. Your 
children will benefit from group activities. Employed children will have profits 
from business.  
 

Services will have improved working conditions, success in litigation. Those in 
professions will have an increase in income, gain and accumulation of wealth. 
You will have easy profits and gains. Health will be good but care should be 
taken of ears, lower limbs. To enhance good effects give daan of oil, till, black 
clothes, black shoes. 
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Sub Period: - 
Jupiter - Mercury (05/02/2023 - 13/05/2025) 
 

Your Jupiter's dasha has started on 07/06/2018 and the third antardasha is of 
Mercury which is for 2 years 3 months 6 days beginning on 05/02/2023 and 
ending on 13/05/2025. The antardasha lord is karaka for intelligence, wit, 
memory. It indicates personality, health, vitality, and early start of life.  
 

You will have great intellectual awareness. This is a favourable time for writing, 
publishing, lecturing. You could get admission to a institution for higher 
education. You could undertake a journey for educational purposes. You could 
have benefice relations with your father.  
 

You will show your talent in science, mathematics and astrology. You could 
take up the study of the scripture. You could make important decisions for 
formulation of plans. You will have gains through your astute managerial and 
comprehensive ability. Your partner will have short trips, gains from careful 
planning and management of resources.  
 

Your father will have success through industrious effort. Your mother will have 
mental and domestic happiness. Coborns could have marriage; profits from 
business or expansion of present one, will have a period of gain, birth of a child 
and a period of original achievements and good friends. Your children will have 
good education.  
 

Employed children will profit from speculation and investments. Services will 
have cooperation of co-workers, favours from superiors, gain. Professionals 
may have some expenditure, travel, while you could benefit from 
communications with others. Health will be good except for some rheumatic 
complaints. To enhance good effects do aradhna to Durgaji.  
 

Sub Period:-  
Jupiter - Ketu (13/05/2025 - 19/04/2026) 
 

Your Jupiter's dasha has started on 07/06/2018 and the fourth antardasha is of 
Ketu which is for 11 months 6 days beginning on 13/05/2025 and ending on 
19/04/2026. The antardasha lord is karaka for moksha, liberation, surgery. This 
house indicates health and vitality, health of parents, early life.  
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You will have good health and vitality. You have a powerful and discriminating 
mind. You will exhibit much intuition. You will have self-confidence. At times 
you will experience a sense of detachment. You will gravitate towards ascetics 
and spiritual persons for guidance.  
 

You could have sudden increase in business, victory over opponents, gain from 
partnerships. You could have some travels and success in public life.  Your 
partner will benefit from partnerships. Your father will benefit from good 
investments. Your mother could go on a pilgrimage. Coborns will be successful 
and popular, have a happy home life, good education; will acquire fixed assets.  
 

Your children will have beneficial relations with father, will do well in studies 
and have good fortune. Employed children could have travel, have spiritual 
learning and will have gains due to thrift. Services will gain unexpectedly, 
favours from superiors, unearned wealth by way of retirement benefits, gratuity 
etc. 
 

 Professionals will have gain; prestige while you will gain through travel or 
partnerships. Eyes, stomach problems and mouth diseases need attention. To 
eradicate evils worship Ganeshji.  
 

Sub Period: -  
Jupiter - Venus (19/04/2026 - 18/12/2028) 
 

Your Jupiter's dasha has started on 07/06/2018 and the fifth antardasha is of 
Venus which is for 2 years and 8 months beginning on 19/04/2026 and ending 
on 18/12/2028. The antardasha lord is karaka for beauty, harmony, and the arts. 
This house indicates personality, character, health, and happiness.  
 

You will command all comforts, and be blessed with family happiness. You will 
have domestic happiness and gain through relations and friends. You could have 
a long journey. You could have recognition from elders. Your latent talent or 
interest in art will be in the forefront.  
 

You could receive honours from the government. You will derive much 
happiness from partner. You will have tremendous vitality and enthusiasm and 
will achieve popularity and social success. Your marketing skills will be evident 
during this period.  
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Your partner could have short journeys. Your mother will have good health, 
will overcome competitors. Siblings could benefit from partnerships, will be 
successful and will be able to fulfil their ambitions. Your father will have a spell 
of good fortune with all comforts.  
 

Your children will have success in examinations, as this is an excellent period 
for them. Employed children will have a good position in profession. Those in 
service will have success and may be will acquire a good position. Those in 
professions could have some expenditure and will overcome rivals. 
 

 Health will be good except for minor phlegmatic complaints. To enhance good 
effects do aradhna to Goddess Lakshmi.  
 

Sub Period:-  
Jupiter - Sun (18/12/2028 - 06/10/2029) 
 

Your Jupiter's dasha has started on 07/06/2018 and the sixth antardasha is of 
Sun which is for 9 months 18 days, beginning on 18/12/2028 and ending on 
06/10/2029. The antardasha lord is karaka for soul, father, vitality and health. 
This house indicates character, personality, and health. You will have a 
successful career and a position of power and authority.  
 

You will be able to overcome your competitors and all obstacles on the way. 
You will have success in all undertakings. You might be involved in politics 
and if so will do very well.. You could benefit greatly from the government. 
You could have gain from your parents or other elders. You will have a number 
of friends who will be of much help to you. If studying, you will have good 
education.  
 

This is a fortunate period for you with worldly success. Your partner could 
acquire fixed assets. Your father will have gain from many sources. Your 
mother could benefit from partnerships, have profits in business. Coborns could 
have some changes, unexpected wealth, could have travel, increased 
expenditure. Your children will shine in all competitive examinations. 
Employed children will overcome enemies.  
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Those in service will have successful completion of activities, luck and fortune. 
Professionals will do exceedingly well and you will gain from profitable 
investments. Health will be good except for minor bilious complaints. To 
enhance good effects recite the sun's Gayatri mantra.  
 

Sub Period:-  
Jupiter - Moon (06/10/2029 - 05/02/2031) 
 

Your Jupiter's dasha has started on 07/06/2018 and the seventh antardasha is of 
1 year 4 months beginning on 06/10/2029 and ending on 05/02/2031 . The 
antardasha lord is karaka for beauty, health, mental health, emotions. This house 
indicates personality, character, and health. You will enjoy a happy family life.  
 

There will be much harmony and happiness in the family environment. You will 
be the centre of a large family, since you have a persuasive personality. You 
will have wealth. You will impress people with your soft-spoken sweet speech. 
There could be a possible involvement in politics. You will have education. You 
could take an interest in spiritual pursuits; you could gain from inheritance.  
 

You could have unexpected wealth. You will enjoy learning, as by nature you 
are intelligent and intuitive. Your partner could give you gains. Your father will 
have improved health and good relations. Your mother will have many friends. 
Sibling could have some travel, some problems with competitors, will enjoy 
life, and have good education.  
 

Your children will have high academic achievement. Employed children will 
have a successful career. Those in service will have fortune and luck on their 
side. Those in professions will have sudden gains, and wealth from investments. 
Those in business could have a few changes. 
 

Health will normally be good. Some minor ailments regarding the face and 
mouth could occur.  To enhance good effects give daan of white articles.  
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Sub Period:-  
Jupiter - Mars (05/02/2031 - 12/01/2032) 
 
Your Jupiter's dasha has started on 07/06/2018 and the eighth antardasha is of 
Mars which is for 11 months 6 days beginning on 05/02/2031 and ending on 
12/01/2032. The antardasha lord is karaka for courage, valour, self-confidence. 
It indicates personality, character, health and early environment. You could gain 
through partnerships; you will be wealthy and powerful.  
 

You could have profits from business and partnerships. There could be minor 
tensions in married life. You could make desirable progress in your career. You 
will have health and vitality, success, fame and good education if studying. You 
could gain. May rise to harsh speech on your part. You are intelligent and have 
a powerful imagination.  
 

There could be wealth by your own self-effort. Your partner will be full of 
confidence. Your father will profit from speculation and investments. Your 
mother could gain from fixed assets. Coborns will progress well in career, 
investments, will have travel, success and fame achieved through drive and 
ambitions.  
 

Your children will overcome competitors, have good reputation. Employed 
children will have health and wealth, good relations with siblings. Those in 
service are in for a period of gain. Those in professions are in for fortunate 
period with gains and name. You will have a profitable period. Health will be 
good. To enhance good effect recite Hanuman chalisa 
 

Sub Period:- 
Jupiter - Rahu (12/01/2032 - 07/06/2034) 
 
Your Jupiter's dasha has started on 07/06/2018 and the ninth antardasha is of 
Rahu which is for 2 years 4 months 24 days beginning on 12/01/2032 and 
ending on 07/06/2034. The antardasha lord is karaka for material prosperity, 
suddenness, and foreigners. It indicates health, character, personality, and early 
environment.  
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You could gain through partnership, or through contracts and agreements. You 
will have victory over opponents. There could be travel in this connection. 
There could be marriage during this period. You could have success in public 
life. You will have increased self-confidence, peace of mind and fame. You will 
be protected from enemies.  
 

Business projects could be planned and there could be gain. Your partner will 
have increased vitality. Your father could have name and fame after 
accomplishment of works. Your mother could acquire fixed assets, 
conveyances, have domestic happiness. Coborns could have successful 
investments and speculation. 
 

 Your children will be highly motivated and determined. Your employed 
children will have wealth, worldly goods, fulfilment of desires and will be 
optimistic and energetic. Services will have a period of gain, favours from 
government or from superiors, while professionals will have increased activity. 
You will be motivated for high achievement and gain. Health will be good. To 
enhance good effects worship Shivji on Saturdays in Bhairav form.  
 

Major Period:- 
Saturn (07/06/2034 - 07/06/2053) 
 
Mahadasha of Saturn is for a period of 19 years. In your case it is commencing 
on 07/06/2034 and shall be over on 07/06/2053. Saturn, popularly known as 
Shani it is a malefic planet, which causes scare amongst most of the people. It 
has tendency to cause delay and obstructions in every sphere.  
 

It as such makes the native work hard to achieve the objects and examines 
patience of the native. By placement in 11th it is aspecting 1st, 5th, and 8th, 
houses of your horoscope and thereby passing its impact on the working of said 
houses.  
 

The house in which it is placed i.e. 11th however represents friends, 
community, ambitions, desires and their fulfilment, gains of wealth, profit, 
prosperity, elder brother, dawn of fortunes and ankles.  
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Health: 
 
Saturn as Mahadasha lord strengthening house of fulfilment of desires and 
wishes. During this dasha period you will as such not have any major ailment or 
an accident. 
 

Assets and Finance:  
 

Saturn provides you lot of fulfilment of desire and gains of profits, and 
accumulation in your assets and finance during this period. You will have gains 
in every walk of life to assist you to carry on smoothly. However Saturn will 
create obstacles in your achievements that you shall overcome with the 
assistance of your brothers and friends. 
 

Profession:  
 

Professionally you will be well off and earn hopefully through Govt. sources by 
employment of lot of men and women. There are fair chances of your being 
engaged in political activities and therein you command respect with high 
reputation.   
 

Family Life:   
 

Your family life shall be happy, as your partner shall be very cooperative and 
helpful who assists you to enjoy the harmony of a happy family in cordial 
atmosphere. You will have few children who will be obedient and respectful. 
 

Sub Period:- 
Saturn - Saturn (07/06/2034 - 10/06/2037) 
 
Mahadasha of Saturn is for a period of nineteen years which in your case starts 
on 07/06/2034 and shall be over on 07/06/2053. The antardasha of Saturn within 
mahadasha is for a period of three years & three day which is from 07/06/2034 
to 10/06/2037 in your case.  
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Saturn is placed in 11th house of your horoscope, which signifies society, 
favourites, wishes, gains of wealth, prosperity, down of fortune & ankle. Saturn 
is a powerful planet, which though considered as malefic exercise one's patience 
and perseverance.  
 

It only delays the results, but does not deny. By placement in 11th house is 
aspecting 1st, 5th & 8th house of your horoscope and casting its effects in the 
working of these houses too. During its antardasha period you are likely to 
employ lot of people, men & women but your income may be through govt. 
earning.  
 

Through fond of enjoyments, you may not be having many friends during this 
period. Holding some high position you may command good respect and lead a 
happy & healthy life, which will last lay. However with a view to strengthen its 
good effects and reduce the evil effects you are advised to indulge in cistern 
tantrik toolbar i.e. 
 

1. Serve water to peepal tree 
2. .Offer prayer to lord Shiva 
3. Before eating food take 1st loaf of bread & serve it to cow. 
4. Serve atta in shape of small balls to fish. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Blessings: 
Dr. Surendra Kapoor 
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